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We are given a random variable on a Riemannian manifold and we study the set 
of manifold-valued martingales converging to this variable; more precisely we are 
interested in uniqueness and existence theorems. We use stochastic calculus tools; 
for existence, we restrict ourselves to Wiener probability spaces and we apply 
Malliavin Calculus. The relations with some nonlinear partial differential equations 
are discussed. $7 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that real-valued martingales can be used in the study of 
some partial differential equations, such as the heat equation and the 
Dirichlet problem; let us describe briefly how this can be done. Consider a 
smooth manifold U and a second-order differential operator 9 on U 
without term of order zero; if 4 is a real-valued function defined on W, the 
heat equation consists of finding a real-valued function f defined on 
( -00, 0] x U and satisfying 
The probabilistic solution of (0.1) is as follows; let Q be the canonical 
space of continuous paths from ( -00, 0] into U, let X, be the canonical 
process, and let Px be the law of the Markov process with infinitesimal 
generator 9 and initial value x at time s; then a smooth function fis solu- 
tion of (0.1) if and only if for any (s, x), the processf( t, A’,), l> S, is a local 
WV-martingale with fmal value #(X0). Now let 0 be a manifold with 
boundary dU and interior U; if 4 is a real-valued function defined on au, 
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the Dirichlet problem consists of finding a real-valued functionf defined on 
u and satisfying 
$c7f=Oon U, f= q5 on XI. (0.2) 
This problem also has a probabilistic counterpart; let Q be the canonical 
space of continuous paths from [0, a) into 0 stopped when they quit U, 
let X, be the canonical process, let 
z=inf(t>,O, X,EX.I}, (0.3 ) 
let P” be the law of the Markov process with generator 58 stopped at z 
with initial value x at time 0, and suppose that z < OG P” almost surely for 
any X; then a smooth function fis a solution of (0.2) if and only if for any 
X, the process S(X,) is a local P-‘-martingale converging to 4(X,). Thus 
both problems can be solved by considering local martingales converging 
to some fixed random variable. 
Let V be a complete Riemannian manifold; then the Riemannian metric 
defines a Hessian operator; if g is a smooth real-valued function defined 
on V, its Hessian at point x is denoted by g”(x); it is a bilinear form on 
T, V; if U and 5i? are as above and if f is a smooth function from U into 
V, one can define a field P’J by the following formula 
the tangent space TV satisfying 
for any smooth real-valued function g satisfying (g” 0 f) 
it is a 
x)=0 
section of 
(accoraing 
to the second-order differential geometry [ 111, YV f is the first-order part 
of the second-order vector field g +-+ Y(go f )); YJ is called the tension 
field of f and the equation YJ= 0 characterizes Y-harmonic maps. By 
replacing 58 by 5$, we can consider equations similar to (0.1) and (0.2), 
but with 4 and f taking their values in V; they are nonlinear partial 
differential equations which can be studied with analytical methods (see 
[4, 51). These equations also have equivalent probabilistic problems 
provided that one uses the notion of a V-valued martingale; if M, is a con- 
tinuous adapted V-valued process, we say that M, is a martingale (see [Z]) 
if for any smooth real-valued bounded function g on P’ and for any 
stopping times T, < Tz such that g”(M,) 2 0 on { T, < t c T2}, g(M,), 
T, < t < Tz, is a submartingale. As in the real case, we have to study the 
set of V-valued martingales converging almost surely to some fixed random 
variable; the aim of this work is to study existence and uniqueness of 
processes in this set. This program was already completed for the circle in 
[ 141; for general manifolds some results are proved in [6,9]. We check 
that they are implied by our results. The uniqueness relies on a maximum 
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principle. For the existence, we suppose that the probability space is a 
Wiener space and consider two types of terminal values: the variables 
which live in a small enough convex domain of V and the variables which 
may be unbounded but are differentiable in the sense of the differential 
calculus on the Wiener space, 
We first give some preliminary results concerning the geodesic distance 
and the differential calculus on the Wiener space. In Section 2, we study the 
uniqueness problem. We describe classes of martingales in which two mar- 
tingales converging to the same value are indistinguishable; the basic tool 
is a maximum principle which is proved by means of Itb’s formula. In Sec- 
tion 3 we prove an existence theorem when the final value is differentiable 
in the sense of the differential calculus on the Wiener space; in the proof 
we need a stochastic implicit function theorem. In Section 4 we obtain a 
general existence theorem for martingales taking values in a domain of V 
satisfying some assumptions; regular geodesic balls (see [9]) are a par- 
ticular case of such domains. In particular, when the sectional curvatures 
are nonpositive, we obtain the existence for any integrable final value. 
Finally, in Section 5, from these results we deduce probabilistic solutions to 
the nonlinear heat equation and Dirichlet problem. 
Throughout this work, we assume that Y is a complete Riemannian 
manifold (without boundary) of dimension d; in each tangent space T.y I/, 
the Riemannian norm and product are denoted by 1 l 1 and ( -, ‘). We always 
assume that the injectivity radius R of Y is positive and that its sectional 
curvatures are bounded above; we let K be the smallest non-negative num- 
ber dominating all the sectional curvatures. If f is a smooth real function 
defined on V, its derivative f’(x) is a linear form on T, V and its value on 
a tangent vector u is denoted by f’(x)(u); similarly, the Hessian f”(x) is 
a bilinear form the value of which is denoted by f”(x)( u, ti)* Iff is defined 
on V x Y endowed with the product Riemannian metric, if x = (x0, x,) is a 
point, and if u = (u,, u,) is a tangent vector, we consider the partial 
derivatives 
and fyi defined similarly. We always assume that we are given a proba- 
bility space (R, 9, e, P) satisfying the usual conditions; for some results, 
we suppose that 0 is a Wiener space. The quadratic variation of a 
V-valued martingale M, (computed for the Riemannian metric) is denoted 
by ((AI)),. We say that a sequence of processes X: converges uniformly in 
probability to a process X, if supl IX: - X, 1 converges in probability to 0. 
Different constant numbers often are denoted by the same letter C. 
Geometric results which are used in this work can be found in [ 1, 101, 
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whereas the theory of real-valued martingales and the stochastic differential 
geometry are respectively dealt with in [ 33 and [6] (among other books 
and articles). 
1 l PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We first prove some useful geometrical estimates for the distance 
function on Vx V. Then we briefly describe the differential calculus on 
Wiener spaces. 
1.1. Estimates of the Derivatives of the Distance 
If x0 and X, are two points of V, denote by 6(x0, x 1 ) the geodesic dis- 
tance between them; the function 6 is defined on Vx V and is smooth 
except on the cut locus and the diagonal {x0 = xl}. We want to estimate 
its first and second derivatives when Vx Y is endowed with the product 
Riemannian metric. Let x = (x0, x1) be a point which is not in the cut locus 
or the diagonal; there exists a unique minimizing geodesic c(f), 0 < t < 1, 
from x0 to x1. If U, is a vector of Z& V, we can decompose U, as V, + w,, 
where vr is the orthogonal projection of u, on c’(t); the vectors v, and w, 
are respectively called the parallel and orthogonal components of u,. If 
u = (uO, ul) is a vector of T,( Yx V), (uo, v,) and (wg, w,) are also called its 
parallel and orthogonal components. 
LEMMA 1.1.1. Let x be point of Vx V which is not in the cut focus and 
such that 0 <6(x) < &k. Let u be LI vector qf T-,( Vx V) and let v and w 
be its parallel and orthogonal components. Then 
1w4(u)l GJz 14 (1.1.1) 
6”(X)(U, u) > - J ( Ktan V+6(x) 2 > 11~1~ l (1.1.2) 
P~~c+JJ Let g(s), s > 0, be the geodesic line on V x V satisfying g(0) = x 
and g’(0) = u; then the quantities that we have to estimate are 
For s small enou .gh, let c(s, t), 0 < t < 1, be th e unique minimizing geodesic 
joining the two components of g(s); put c(t) = ~(0, t). Let J( t ) be the 
derivative of c(s, t) with respect to s at s = 0; it is the Jacobi field on c(t) 
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satisfying J( 0) = u. and J( 1) = u I. Let J’(t) be the covariant derivative of J 
with respect to t. We also define K(t) to be the sectional curvature at the 
point c(t) for the plane generated by c’(t) and J(t) (zero if these two 
vectors do not generate a plane); if K0 is the curvature tensor of V, then 
WolJ(t)9 c’(N c’(t), J(t)) =mNIJ(t)12 IWl’- (J(t), ~‘m21* (1.1.4) 
By noting that &g(s)) is the norm of (a/at) c(s, t), one can compute the 
expressions of (1.1.3) (see the proof of Proposition 3.8.1 of [lo]) and 
obtain 
(c’(t)7 J’(t)) 
w4(u) = )c’(t)l (1.1.5) 
for any O,<t<l and 
X’(x)(u, u) = J’ l I JW 2 Ic’Wl 2 - (J’(t), C’(t)Y dt 0 IWI 3 
- 
s 
l WdJO)~ c’(t)) c’(tL J(O) & 
0 I C’lOl 
= 
s 
l I J’ltN’ IWV - (J’(t), C’(N2 & 
0 IC’WI 3 
- K(t) IJlt)t2 lc’(t)12- (J(t), c’(r))2 dt 
I WI 
l (1.1.6) 
Now the decomposition u = v + w induces a decomposition J= J, + J, into 
two Jacobi fields which are its parallel and orthogonal components. Thus 
it follows from (1.1.5) that 6’(x)(u) depends only on the component v; 
moreover one immediately deduces from the triangle inequality that 6 is 
&Lipschitz so ( 1.1.1) is checked. Similarly, 6”(x)( U, u) depends only on 
the component IV; moreover if K = 0, the right-hand side of (1.1.6) is non- 
negative so we only have to consider the case K > 0. Formula ( 1.1.6) can 
be written as 
1 
S”(x)( 24, u) = - j1 IJ$(t)l’dt- 6(x) s’ K(t) (J,(t)l’dt. 
w 0 
(1.1.7) 
0 
On the other hand, we can deduce from the Jacobi equation 
J”(t) + K,(J(t), c’(t)) c’(t) = 0 (1.1.8) 
that 
(J(t), J”(t)) + K(t)(lJW12 Ic’W12- V(t), c’(t))‘)=O, (1.1.9) 
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so for J = J,,, this yields 
(J,.(t), J;.(t))+ K(t)6”(x) IJ,.(t)(*=Q. 
We deduce from (1.1.7) and (1.1.10) that 
1 
S”(x)(u, 24) =- 
26(x) 1 
1 d’ IJ,.(t)l’ dt 
o dtf 
(1.1.10) 
(1.1.11) 
and that 
2 -KS’(x) I J,,M 
at points l such that J,(t) # 0. Consider the function 
(1.1.12) 
j(t)=3 sin(JG(x) I+ fl), (1.1.13) 
where a > 0 and 0 < /I < 7~ - ,,,k6(x) are defmed by 
a sin p= IM+J, a sin(*S(x) + p) = Iw, I. (1.1.14) 
In particular 
I I W2 
a2=sin2fl+sin2(fi6(x)+fl)’ 
(1.1.15) 
By comparing ( 1.1.12) with the corresponding differential equation with 
boundary conditions, one deduces that since fi 6(x) < 71, 
$ IJ w @)I 
Moreover, 1 J,(O)1 and 
(1.1.1 l), 
Ci ‘W, M’ rt)l > jf( 1). (1.1.16) 
t= 0 t=l 
I&,( 1) [ are respectively j(0) and j( 1). Thus from 
S”(x)( u, u) 2 - s&, MW’U ) -Ao)jW 
= ]w)~@ 
sin(fi S(x) + p) cos(fi S(x) + /?) - sin p cos p 
sin2 /I + sin’(@(x) + 8) ’ 
(1.1.17) 
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The derivative with respect to fl of the above ratio is 
cos(2 fiS(x) + 28) - cos(2p) 
[sin2 fl+ sin2(fi6(x) + p)]’ 
so the minimum with respect 
obtained for /? = (n - J%(x 
(1.1.2). 1 
to p of the right-hand side of (1 .I .I 7) is 
))/2 and is exactly the right-hand side of 
1.2. Estimates of the Partial Derivatiues of the Distance 
LEMMA f-2.1. Let x be a point of V x V which is not in fhe cut Iucus and 
such that 0~ 6(x) < n/rK. Let (uo, u1 ) be II tangent vector and denote by 
( vo, or ) and ( wo, w 1 ) its paraEle/ and orthogonal components. Then 
IKd~Khl)l = bo I7 (1.24 
Gd~K~0~ u,) a ficot(fi6(x))1w,12, (1.2.2) 
(1.2.3) 
where the coefficient in (1.2.2) and (l-2.3) are defined to be l/S(x) if K = 0. 
Proof. We use the notations defined in the proof of Lemma 1.1.1. It is 
sufficient to prove the lemma for K> 0; the case K= 0 is obtained by 
applying the result for K > 0 and letting KJ 0. Note also that the linear 
form S&X) is the scalar product by c’(O), so we immediately deduce (1.2-l ), 
Put u=(Q, 0) and ii=(O, u,). We can apply (l-1.17) to our vector tc with 
j(O)= IH+J andj(l)=O so that 
D =IP-fiS(x), cII= (w&in/?. (1.2.4) 
We deduce (1.2.2). Let us now prove (1.2.3). Use the decomposition 
u= v+ w and U=U+ tt’, by polarizing (1.1.11) we obtain 
1 
8yX)(U) ii) =- 
26(x) J ’ d’ (J,.( t ), Jlc( t)) dt o dt2 
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I (J&)9 J,(t)) 
and these terms are 0 for f = 0 or 1, so 
I JIM (1.2.6) 
d 
z (J,(t), J*(t)) 6 
I I 
f (I JWWI I J&N )( 
for t = 0 or 1. Thus 
(1.2.7) 
1 
[ 
d d 
I~“W(~9 fi>l Qx) 14 z IJdOl I/ 14 -g IJM r=l 
I I 
l 
(1.2.8) 
We deduce from (1.1.16) that we can estimate the derivative of 1 J,(t)\ at 
t = 1 byj’(l), wherej(t) is given by (1.1.13) and (1.2.4); thus 
-; IJM 1 < Iwl &d(x) 1 
sin@ 6(x))’ 
(1.2.9) 
t= I 
The derivative of I&,( t)l is estimated in a similar way so that we check 
W(x)+4 aI G IWI If4 J 
K 
sin(&(x))’ 
(1.2.10) 
This is exactly (1.2.3). 1 
1.3. The Differential Calculus on Wiener Spaces 
In this subsection, we suppose that the probability space is a Wiener 
space, review briefly the differential calculus which can be developed on it 
(see, for instance, [ 12]), and apply it to V-valued variables. So let Q be the 
space of continuous functions from [0, GO) into some Euclidean space Iwm, 
IP be the standard Wiener measure, and W, be the canonical process: it is 
an m-dimensional standard Wiener process. Then let sP(R) be the set of 
real-valued smooth functionals X=f( W,, , . . . . W,,) which are bounded as 
well as all their derivatives. For such a smooth functional, defme 
D,X= 2 z ( Wtl, . . . . W,,) l,t<,, --. 1 
i= 1 i 
considered as an m-dimensional row vector and put 
(1.3.1) 
II XII 2 g = EX2 + E I O” jD,XJ2 dt. (1.3.2) 0 
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One can prove that 9’(R) is closable for this norm and we denote by 9(R) 
the resulting completion; then B(R) is a Hilbert space and if X is in it, 
the process D,X is well defined almost everywhere. If X is in $B( R) and if 
4 is uniformly Lipschitz, then b(X) is in 9(R) (this can be proved by 
approximating 4 by smooth functions); if moreover 4 is smooth, then the 
derivative of 4(X) is given by the classical chain rule. More generally, if Xi 
are p variables in B(R) and if 4 is Lipschitz on Rp endowed with the 
sup norm, then #(X1, +**, X ) is in 9(R) and 
lmwl9 ‘a*? xp)l 6 Ildlllip 
A fundamental property of variables of 9(rW 
X=EX+ f s= E[DjX 
j=l 0 
We need two other properties of 9(R). 
UP IDXil. (1.3.3) i 
is the representation formula 
LEMMA 2.3.1. Let X be a variable of 9(R) which takes its values in a 
discrete subset of R; then X is almost surely constalzt. 
Pro@. Denote the discrete subset by A; there exists a smooth bounded 
function 4 with bounded derivative such that 4’ = 0 on A and 4 is injective. 
Thus 4(X) is in 9(R) and 4’(X) = 0 implies D4(X) = 0; thus, from (1.3.4), 
q&X) is almost surely constant and we can conclude. l 
LEMMA 1.3.2. Let X” be a sequence of variables of 9(R) converging in 
probability to X; suppose that DX” is bounded in k2( [0, a~] x P). Then X is 
in 9(R). 
Proox Since 9(R) is a Hilbert space, it is sufficient to check that X” 
is bounded for the norm (1.3.2) and therefore that it is bounded in k2; 
but we deduce from (1.3.4) that X” - EX” is bounded in k2 and if EX” is 
unbounded, X” cannot converge in probability. 1 
Then let B(V) be the set of V-valued variables X such that for any func- 
tion 4: Y+ R which is smooth and uniformly Lipschitz, the variable 4(X) 
is in B(R); by using the Nash embedding theorem, the manifold Y can be 
considered as a submanifold of a Euclidean space R’, and saying that X is 
in 9( V) is equivalent to saying that each component of X in R’ is in C@(R). 
Moreover if X is in 9( V), we can consider a process (X, 0: x, . . . . 0: X) 
defined lJD @ dt almost everywhere, such that D:X E T, Y and 
D#x) = (f(x), DjX) P @ dt a-e. (1.3.5) 
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If X, is a measurable process, we say that X is in D*( V) if X is the uniform 
limit in probability of a sequence of V-valued step processes Y” (associated 
to deterministic subdivisions) satisfying 
(1.3.6) 
This implies in particular that fur any t, X* is in 9(V). 
2. THE UNIQUENESS PROPERTY 
Fix some filtered probability space (62, 5, &, P). Suppose that M, and 
@ are two martingales on the Riemannian manifold V converging almost 
surely to the same variable as t -+ 00; we want to find conditions ensuring 
that A4 = & almost surely, If I/‘= [w, the process M, - @t is a local mar- 
tingale converging to 0; it is well known that it is not necessarily zero. 
However, if F denotes the set of e stopping times and if M, and $3, are 
in the class of processes X, such that (X,, z E F) is uniformly integrable, 
then M, and & are uniformly integrable martingales, so they coincide. 
More generally if V is a Cartan-Hadamard manifold (a simply connected 
manifold with nonpositive sectional curvatures) then the geodesic distance 
6 is convex on V x Y so 6( M,, n,) is a local submartingale; thus if 0 is 
some fixed point of Y and M, and M, are in the class of processes X, such 
that (S(0, X,), z E F) is uniformly integrable, we can again conclude that 
2M and @ coincide. On the other hand, this property does not hold for 
mure general manifolds: consider for instance the circle [ 14). The aim of 
this section is to describe classes of martingales atisfying this property; the 
basic tool is a maximum principle. 
2.1. A maximum principle 
In this subsection, we prove a maximum principle and give simple 
applications of it. More precisely, the maximum principle says that if a sub- 
set of V satisfies a convexity property and if M, is a V-valued martingale 
converging to a variable in the subset, then the whole martingale lives in 
the subset; actually this will generally not be valid for all martingales but 
only for those in some class which we now define. 
DEFINITIUN 2.1.1. If A is a nonnegative measurable function 
let +s$ be the set of V-valued martingales M, satisfying 
defined on V, 
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First note that if ;t is locally bounded and if M, is a martingale which 
converges almost surely, then it follows from [ 161 that j A(M,) d(( M)) f is 
almost surely finite. On the other hand, we now verify by a simple applica- 
tion of It& formula that the class &; may contain all d-valued martingales, 
for some small enough domains A. ’ 
PREPOSITION 2.1.2. Let A he an open subset of V; suppuse that we are 
given un A a nunnegative lucally buunded function R and a C2 function f 
sutisfying c < f(x) < C fur some positive c and C. Szcppuse mureuuer that 
f” + 2Jf < 0 on A; this means that 
f"(x)(u, u)+2~(x)f(x) lu[2a (2.1.2) 
Then any A-valued martingale belongs to &. 
PruuJ Define 
It follows immediately from M’s formula and condition (2.1.2) that S, is 
a local supermartingale; since it is nonnegative, we deduce that ES, < [E&. 
By using the lower and upper bounds on f, we deduce (2.1.1). 1 - 
We now state and prove the maximum principle for martingales. 
THEOREM 2.1.3. Let f be a real-valued cuntinuuus function defined on V 
and consider the subsets A = {f < 0) and F= (f < O}. 
(a) Suppose that f is C’ and buunded on V\F and that there exists a 
nonnegative function 3, defined on V/F and such that f” + 2lf> 0. 
Extend the functiort R tu V by putting R = 0 on F. Then any martingale qf 8; 
converging to a variable in F lives in F, 
(b) Suppose that f is C2 on F and that there exists a nunpositive 
locally bounded function defined on F and such that f I’ + 2j!f 2 0. Then any 
martingale living in F and converging to a vrxriable in A lives in A. 
R-oaf. Let M, be a martingale of 8; converging to A-4,) E F. Fix some 
time toa0 and put 
z=inf(tat,;M,EF}. (2.1.4) 
The stopping time z may be infinite, but in any case, M, is in F. Define the 
process S, by (2.1.3). In the event {k&$1:}, the process (S,, to< t <r) is 
a nonnegative local submartingale with positive initial value and zero limit; 
since f is bounded and M, is in G;, it is actually a uniformly integrable 
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submartingale. We obtain a contradiction so the probability of the event 
(M,, & F3 is zero. Since to is arbitrary and 8’ is closed, we deduce (a). 
Under the assumptions of (b), let M, be a martingale living in F; if S, is 
again defined by (2.1.3), it is a nonpositive local submartingale so the event 
{ supt S, = 0} is almost surely equal to (S, = O}. Now suppose that M, 
converges to M, E A; since 1” is locally bounded, it follows from [ 161 that 
the integral in the exponential of (2.1.3) converges as l-+ co, so S, c 0. 
Thus supr S, < 0 and (b) is proved. 1 
Remark. We have assumed that f is C2 in order to apply Ito’s formula 
but we can also use less regular functions by an approximation technique. 
For instance, in case (a), if f is the uniform limit of a uniformly bounded 
sequence of C2 functions fH and if fi’ is uniformly lower bounded, the 
theorem still holds with .f I’ replaced by lim inff,” (apply Fatou’s lemma). 
Before the main applications, let us give two consequences of the 
maximum principle which are not used subsequently. The first one can be 
compared with Theorem 3.1 of [9]. 
COROLLARY 2.1.4. Consider a constant function E, > 0 such that 
12 K/8 v (1/8)(~/R)~. Then any martingale of &) I converging almost surely 
to a deterministic value is constant. 
Remark. In a Cartan-Hadamard manifold, the property holds for 
martingales of u I ,. 8; ; actually in this case, by using the convexity of 
the distance function, one can prove that if the sectional curvatures are 
bounded below, it is sufficient to assume that ((AI)), is integrable. 
Proof. Let us consider martingales converging to a point x,; defme the 
function 
f(x) = sin@ 6(x,, x)) if 
71 
6(x,, x) < - 
2Jz 
(2.1.5) 
and 1 otherwise. Then f is C’ on V\ { x0} and is C2 except at x0 and on 
the geodesic sphere {6(x,, X) = n/a}. Let us estimate f”(x) for x in the 
geodesic ball and different from x0, l from the estimates of Lemma 1.2.1, if 
u is a tangent vector with parallel and orthogonal components v and w, 
f”(x)(u, u) = Jz cos(& 6(x,, x)) sgx,, x 
- 2A sin(JE 6(x,, x)) 16;(x,, x 
(2.1.6) 
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because $ > &2. But if 0 < z < x/2, one has 
cos(22) cos 2 l-2 sin22 1 
= >, 
- - 
sin(22) 2 sin 2 2 
sin 2 (2.1.7) 
RK 
J ( J- 
K 
f"(x)(u, 24) 2 - ysin -+x0, X) lw~‘--2I$(x) ~~~~ 
> 
> -2Af(x) jut** (2.1.8) 
By regularizing f, we can apply Theorem 2.1.3 and deduce the corollary. fi 
The maximum principle can also be used for convex domains of K Let 
A be an open subset of I/ and suppose that its boundary dd is a smooth 
submanifold of dimension d - 1; consider the function 
f&x) = - ( - l)lA(-*) 6(X, aA). (2.1.9) 
Each point of dd admits on a neighbourhood a system of local coordinates 
(Y yd) such that fo(x) = yd; in particular f0 is smooth on a 
ne&corhood of 8A. We say that the boundary is convex if f< > 0 -on dd 
(fl is the second fundamental form of dd relative to the normal vector 
field exiting A). 
COROLLARY 2.1.5. Let A be a relatively compact open subset of V with 
smooth convex boundary. There exists a positive constant R such that any 
martingale of &E. converging to a variable in A lives ivl A. 
Proof. We can construct a smooth function f on V such that f=f, on 
a neighbourhood of &I, f> 0 on V\J, f< 0 on A, and f = 1 except on a 
compact subset. The domain A is convex so f”(x) is nonnegative on 
(f(x) = O}. Since f” is Lipschitz, we can deduce that f”/lfj is lower 
bounded by some constant number; we conclude with Theorem 2.1.3. 1 
2.2. The Uniqueness Results 
We can easily deduce from the maximum principle the following unique- 
ness result. 
THEOREM 2.2.1 S Consider a constant function ;1> 0 such that I>, K/2 v 
(1/2)(7CIRJ2. Then for any measurable variable, there is at most one 
martingale of the class &>a converging almost surely to this variable. 
ProoJ Put p = (24 -1/2 71 and consider the function 
f(x) 
n&x) = sin - 
( > 2P 
1{6(x)<p) + l(4x~~d (2.2.1) 
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defined on V x V. Then on { 0 < S < p>, the function f is smooth and 
71 Wx) f”(x)(u, u)=-cos - 
2P ( > 2P 
~“(x)(u, u > 
- ( > ; 2f(x) kwK~)12* 
From Lemma 1.1.1 we deduce 
fV(x)(u,u)> -z- 2p J&n (+,) cos (y) lw12 
-- ; (;)2f(X) Id2 
(2.2.2) 
(2.2.3) 
where the last inequality follows from K < (~/p)~+ Since 1~1 2 = ]vl 2 + $1 2 
and from the definition of p, we deduce that f" + Af 2 0; moreover the set 
{f = 0} is exactly the diagonal of T/x V. On the other hand, if M, and 
H, are two martingales of 8) such that M, = am, then (M,, a,) is a 
Vx V-valued martingale converging to a variable in the diagonal; since 
we deduce from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality that (M, M) is in CT&~. By L 
regularizing f, we can apply Theorem 2.1.3 and deduce that (M, M) lives in 
the diagonal. 1 
Remark. If M and n take their values in an open subset d of V such 
that any two points of d are linked by at least one minimizing d-valued 
geodesic segment, then in previous theorem, the constant numbers K and 
R refer to d rather than V. If moreover this geodesic segment is unique, 
one can take R = CCL 
EXAMPLE. A geodesic ball B( 0, p) is said to be regular (see [ 91) if 
B x B does not meet the cut locus and p < n/(2 a)* By applying Proposi- 
tion 2.1.2 to the function 
x~cos(fi6(0, x)), 
we deduce from Theorem 2.2.1 that two martingales taking their values in 
a regular geodesic ball and converging to the same variable coincide: this 
is the uniqueness result of [9]. 
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We now verify that the part depending on R in the constant ;C of 
Theorem 2.2.1 cannot be improved; in particular for manifolds satisfying 
K< x2/R’, this constant appears to the best one. 
PROPOSITION 2.2,2. Suppose that A is a constant satisfying 0 < R < 
ulm/R)2* If, on our probability space, there exists a one-dimensional 8 
Wiener process, then one cuy2 find IWO d$fereHt martingales of 8; , converging 
to the same variable. 
Prouf. From the definition of the injectivity radius, one can deduce that 
there exist two different geodesic lines c(l) and c(t), 0 < t < 1, of length less 
than IQ’?% and satisfying c(0) = C(O), c( 1) = C( 1). Then if IV, is the Wiener 
process and if 
z=inf{t>O, /IV,I>+}, (2.2.5) 
we consider the martingales 
M,=c($+ W,,,), ii&=q++ W,,,). (2.2.6) 
Then these two martingales converge to the same variable and their 
quadratic variations are at most az2z/(24 for some 01< 1. But from It6’s 
formula, the process cos(& n: W[) exp(&t/2) is a local martingale; when 
stopped at T, it is positive, so it is a supermartingale and in particular 
cos(& x/2) E exp(crn22/2) < 1. (2.2.7) 
Thus M and a are in 8jL* 1 
For martingales which are not &n21zR~, the uniqueness does not hold; 
however, one can sometimes obtain a weaker result. To this end, we use 
the notion of Riemannian covering manifold (see [ 1 I): it consists of a 
Riemannian manifold r and of a function of g onto V which is locally 
isometric. In particular, a manifold admits a unique (up to an isometry) 
simply connected covering manifold called its universal cover, Uniqueness 
for V-valued martingales of 8). implies the uniqueness for r-valued mar- 
tingales of 8; but the converse is not necessarily true, and we prove two 
weaker forms of this converse statement. We now define a notion of 
homotopy; we say that two adapted continuous processes Y, and r, 
converging almost surely to the same variable L are homotopic if there 
exists a family ( Yr), 0 < a < 1, of adapted processes such that (cw, f) t--, YT 
is almost surely continuous on [U, 1] x [0, 001, Yy= Y,, Y: = P,, and 
Y>=L. 
THEOREM 2.2.3. Let A be a nonnegative function, let r be the universal 
cover qf V, and suppose that the uniqueness holds for r-valued marlingaIes 
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uf & Let M, and ii& be two V-valued martingales of t& converging to the 
same variable which are humotopic. Then 1M = H. 
Remark. The manifold V and its universal cover r have the same 
sectional curvatures but the injectivity radius may be larger for the cover; 
if the sectional curvatures are nonpositive, the injectivity radius of the 
cover is infinite, so we can take for 1 any positive constant. 
Proaf: We denote by YF the family of processes going from M, to a,. 
Consider the cover r and the projection @: 8-+ V and choose a point X0 
in r such that @(X0) = MO; then consider the lifting XT of the process YT 
so that Xi = X0* Then for any a, XT is an adapted process and XL does 
not depend on a; moreover @(Xy) = M, and 0(X :) = @, so Xy and Xi 
are martingales of v converging to the same variable. Since @ is locally 
isometric, they have the same quadratic variation as M, and nr, so they 
are in 6’). From our assumption, X” = X’, so by projection on V, 
M=@. i 
We now prove a result where the homotopy condition is replaced by 
differentiability. More precisely, we limit ourselves to the case of a Wiener 
probability space and consider martingales which are smooth enough in 
the sense of the differential calculus on this Wiener space (see Section 1.3). 
THEOREM 2.2.4. Let A be a nonnegative function, let r be the universal 
cover of V, and suppose that the uniqueness holds for v-valued martingales 
of &)-. Let M, and ii& be two V-valued martingales of &)- converging to the 
same variable; suppose that AI and i@ are in 9*( V). Then A4 = n. 
The first step in the proof of this theorem is 
LEMMA 2.2.5. Let Y be a real-valued function defined on C( [0, co], V) 
which is bounded and uniformly Lipschitz for the sup norm. If X, is a 
continuous process in P( V), then Y(X) is in 9( [w). 
Proof. If x(t) is a step function such that 6(x( t- ), x(t)) < R, we can 
consider the continuous function y(t) obtained by geodesic interpolation 
and put !P&) = Y(y); since the sectional curvatures are bounded above by 
K, we can check that YO is uniformly Lipschitz on 
i 
sup&x(t-), x(t))<R A -5 . 
t 2 JK i 
Then we can construct a function VI defined on the set of step functions 
which is uniformly Lipschitz and such that ‘Y, = YO on 
sup d(x(t-), x(t )<  A - t 
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Now consider a sequence of step processes Yy converging to X, and 
such that (1.3.6) holds; then Y,( Y”) converges in probability to Y(X). 
Moreover, by embedding Y in a Euclidean space, Y,( Yn) is a Lipschitz 
function of a fmite number of variables of 9(R), so it is in 9(lF3), and by 
applying (1.3.3) and (l-3.6), it appears that D!&( Y’) is bounded in iL2, so 
from Lemma 1.3.2, F(X) is in 9(R). l 
Prucf uf Theorem 2.2.4. Let @ be the projection of P on Y; note that 
if 0(x) = a(x), then either x= 116 or 6(x, 2) > 2R. Consider a point X0 
in r such that @(X0) =MO and lift the process M, in order to obtain a 
v-valued martingale X,; similarly let x0 be a point in p such that @(x0) = 
&?, and let z, be the corresponding lifting of @. We deduce from 
Lemma 2.2.5 applied to (M, H) that for any bounded Lipschitz function $ 
on r x r, the variable $(X, , F, ) is in 9(R); in particular, the variable 
6(X,, F,) A (2R) is in 9(R). But since @(X,) = @(x,), this variable 
takes its values in { 0, 2R}, so from Lemma 1.3.1 it is deterministic. If it is 
zero, then X, = x,, so from our assumption, X= x and therefore A4 = m- 
Thus if we assume that A4 and M are not almost surely equal, then 
6(X, ,8, ) > 2R for any choice of (X0, x0); in particular, if we denote by 
9(X0, To ; X,= , x,m) the law of (A’, , Z, ) corresponding to an admissible 
choice of (X0, x0) and if we consider the measure 
then for any measurable subset A 
m(A x A) = 0. On the other hand 
we also have 
of P of diameter less than 2R, we h 
since the diameter of A is less than 
ave 
2R 7 
m(A x A) = P[M, E @(A)], (2.2.9) 
so it cannot be zero for any A of small diameter. Thus the assumption 
A4 # M implies a contradiction. 1 
2.3. A Stability Result 
We have seen in the last subsection that under some conditions, a 
martingale AZ, is determined by its limit M,. The aim of this subsection 
is to estimate the perturbation on M, induced by a perturbation on M,. 
THEOREM 2.3.1. Fur x E V, let K(X) be the smallest nonnegative number 
dominating the sectional curvatures at x. Let MF, a E Iw, be u measurable 
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family of V-valued martingales converging to M*, such that ((M” )) cx, is 
bounded bv a constant number; put M, = My. We suppose that the variable 
J 
sup 
6(M”,, ML) A 1 
-=B P -Q! 
is integrable. Define 
Then the process 
(2.3.1) 
(2.3.2) 
is a uniformly integrable submartingale. 
ProoJ: Let II/ be a nondecreasing function defined on [0, GO) such that 
$(z) = z if z is small enough, ll/‘(z) = 0 is z is large enough, and f = $0 S is 
smooth. We deduce from the calculation of Lemma 1.1.1 that f” + 2Af > 0 
for some bounded continuous nonnegative function ;C such that 
1(x, -7~) = ~(x)/4. Thus for any a c /?, the process 
is a bounded submartingale. We deduce that the family of variables 
supt STY8 is bounded in probability so, in particular, we obtain the uniform 
convergence in probability of My to M, as a +O. Consider V as a sub- 
manifold of a Euclidean space; then the family MF becomes a family of 
Euclidean semimartingales. If we decompose it, its quadratic variation is 
uniformly bounded and the variation of its bounded variation part is 
bounded in probability; thus (apply, for instance, Corollary 2.2.5 of [ 131) 
the uniform convergence in probability of My to M, implies the uniform 
convergence in probability of ((A-P)), to ((AI)),. Since A(MT, Mf) 
converges to K( MJ4, we can also get (apply Theorem 2.4.4 of [ 131) the 
convergence in probability of the integral in (2.3.3) to the integral in 
(2.3.2) as (a, /I) + (0,O). There exists a sequence (Q, fik) such that the 
convergence holds almost surely, so 
S, = lim sup s:,* Pk + 
k 
(2.3.4) 
The processes S:vP are submartingales which are dominated by a uniformly 
integrable process; we can conclude by means of Fatou’s lemma. \ 
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In this theorem, we have let a, p tend to 0, but of course we can let them 
tend to another value; thus we obtain the almost sure Lipschitz continuity 
of Ma with respect to cx and estimate dM:/dcr. This process can be viewed 
as a stochastic Jacobi field along MT. 
3. THE EXISTENCE TN THE DIFFERENTIABLE CASE 
In this section we are given a random variable L and we want to 
construct a V-valued martingale converging to this variable. Henceforth we 
limit ourselves to the case of a Wiener probability space and in this section, 
we consider the case of a differentiable variable L such that DL satisfies 
some estimate. 
3.1. Statement of the Result 
The aim of this section is to prove 
THEOREM 3.1 l 1. Suppose that Q is the m-dimensional Wiener space. Let 
pt be a deterministic nonnegative function satisfying 
and let L be Q variable of G@( V) satisfying 
( 
i E[ID'L( 1 FJ2 1'2 <p,. 
j= 1 > 
Then there exists a martingale M, converging to L and such that 
(3.1.2) 
(3.1.3) 
Mureover A4 is in 9 *( V). 
Remark 1. If the sectional curvatures are nonpositive (K = 0), condi- 
tion (3.1.1) simply means that pI is square integrable. In the general case, 
if pr is square integrable but (3.1.1) does not hold, if lo is such that 
1: p: dt = l/K, we deduce from Theorem 3.1 .l the existence of a martingale 
M,, t > t, converging to L, but do not know whether it can be extended at 
and before to* 
Remark 2. We deduce from (3.1.3) that ((M)),= is uniformly bounded 
so M, is in the uniqueness class of Theorem 2.2.1. 
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Remark 3. When one is given a random variable L, in order to apply 
Theorem 3.1.1, one has to find a Wiener process with respect to which L 
is measurable; to this end, one sometimes has to enlarge the probability 
space. The choice of the Wiener process is hot unique and different choices 
may have different behaviours for the application of the theorem. 
Remark 4. The above results can also be applied when the time 
interval is the whole real line [ -a, + 00 1, so that we obtain martingales 
converging as l-+ --a as soon as j Tz pf dt < l/K. On the other hand, 
consider the case of the sphere Sd and let M, be the Brownian motion on 
S” stopped at some fixed deterministic time T; then M, has no limit as 
t-, -moo. Use the canonical isometric embedding of S” in II%“+ ’ ; then M, 
can be defined on a Wiener space of dimension d+ 1 by the stochastic 
differential equation 
d 
dM,=(I-M,M:)dW+&dr (3.1.4) 
for --a <t< co. One can check that &is in 9(Rdf’) for d>3 and that 
D,MT(D,MT)* = (I- M&T*) exp T M,4 dW,-d(T- t) 
> 
(3.1.5) 
for l<T ( compare the equations satisfied by both sides as T varies); by 
taking the trace and by integrating, we obtain 
c E[IDfM,J* 1 R] =dexp{ -(d-2)(7-t)}. (3.1.6) 
Thus we can take for pI the square root of the right-hand side and j pf dt 
is d&d- 2); it is finite but is more that l/K= 1. We also see that the 
constant l/K in Theorem 3.1.1 cannot be improved (at least without taking 
into account the dimension of the manifold). 
The theorem is proved in several steps. First note that by a deterministic 
change of time, we can always assume that L is FI measurable and that 
pr, 0 < f < 1, is a constant p < l/a; then we have to find a martingale 
satisfying 
P2 
“I-Kp2(1-t)’ 
(3.1.7) 
In the proof we suppose that we are in this simplified framework. 
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The basic idea is to construct a sequence of step processes which is 
proved to conver e to our martingale. Let us now define this sequence. 
Let p0 < R A z/ ? K. Then there exists a constant 0 < PC p0 and a non- 
decreasing smooth function $ from R + into Iw, such that 
3 l*‘+(4l G 1 (3.1.8) 
for any z, e’(z) = 0 for z 2 po, and 
*( ) 1 -co@4 z= 
K 
(3.1.9) 
if z < p, where this expression is by convention z2/2 if K= 0. Define 
also g = $0 6; we have constructed a smooth function on V x V which is 
equivalent to S”(x)/2 as x tends to the diagonal. Let ($, 1 < i < n) be a 
sequence of subdivisions of [0, 1 ] such that the step size ~~ = sup It’+ 1 - ty ) 
converges to 0 as n -+ a. Put also X: = L; assuming that Xr+ 1 is given and 
9, 1,+ t measurable, let us construct the variable Xq. This construction is 
based on an approximation of the construction of the Riemannian centre 
of mass described in [8]* The random function 
is nonnegative, smooth, and bounded by $( co); moreover, if Y is not 
compact, this function converges almost surely to Ic/( m) as x + co. Thus it 
takes its minimal value at least at one point and we can find an & I 
measurable variable Xr satisfying 
UgK Xy+ 1) I en] =hf E[g(x, Xy+ J 1 en]. (3.1.10) 1 .Y 1 
Then we can consider the sequence of step processes My taking the value 
Xy for ly < M t’+ 1. The martingale M, is the uniform limit in probability 
of the processes My. 
3.2. Preliminary Properties 
We first give a geometric result about the derivatives of the function g. 
LEMMA 3.2.1. Let x = (x0, x1) be a point of V x V, I++ T,, V, and 
u1 E Tyl Vq Then 
&(x)(uo, uo> 3 (1 -Kg(x)- Cg2(x)) luo12 (3.2.1) 
,for some C > 0 and 
lS;llM~O~ 4 >I G hl 1% I- (3.2.2) 
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Prouf. We only need to prove the result on (0 < S(X) < pO>* Let us first 
prove (3.2.1). Use the decomposition of t10 = J.J~ + w0 into parallel and 
orthogonal vectors; we deduce from Lemma 1.2.1 that 
In particular this expression is bounded below by some - C, 1 u0 I 2 so there 
exists a C > 0 such that 
Go~x)o,, u*> 2 (1 - clg2(x)) b-d2 (3.2.4 
if 6(x) 2 p; on the other hand, if 0 < 6(x) < p, (3.2.3) can be written as 
&1XKb 4) 2 (1 -m-a Iw312- (3.2.5 
The estimate (3.2.1) is then deduced from (3.2.4) and (3.2.5). Then, in order 
to prove (3.2.2), we apply 
s61(x)oo~ 4 > = w 4(x) wm,> WXKUl> 
+ W~Mx) ~WKUO~ Ul> 
and we deduce from Lemma 1.2.1 and (3.1-8) that 
(3.2.6) 
LEMMA 3.2.2. Let Q be a probability measure on V; then the function 
Q - inf g(x, 2) QW) .r 1 
is continuous @r the weak convergence on probability measures). When this 
function is less than some constant positive number, the infimum is obtained 
at exactly une point which depends continuously on Q. 
Remark 1. In particular, this result can be applied to the definition 
(3.1.10) of Xr by taking for Q the conditional law of Xy+ 1 given 9& I 
Remark 2. From the Bienaym&Chebychev inequality, the second part 
of the lemma holds in particular when fs g(x, z) Q(dx) Q(dz) is less than 
some constant number. 
ProoJ Since g is uniformly continuous, the map Q t--+ s g(x, z) Q(dz) 
is continuous uniformly in X; thus the map Q H inf, 1 g(x, z) Q(dz) is 
continuous. 
v++Jg(x, 
x Q and note that if V is not compact the function 
) tends to its supremum as x --) 00, so its infimum is 
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obtained at least at one point. From (3.2.1), y is strictly convex on the set 
where it is less than some constant number; thus, since y is uniformly 
Lipschitz, there exists some constant numbers C, and C2 such that 7 is 
strictly convex on the ball B(x, Cl ) as soon as y( x) < c2. Moreover, from 
the BienaymC-Chebychev inequality, there exists some C 3 < C2 such that 
y(x) < C3 implies 
QCBh G/W > $4 (3.2.8) 
Now if -;yO and x1 are two points where the function y gets its minimal value 
and if this value is less than C3, then from (3.2.8), the two balls 
B(x,, C,/2) and B(x,, C,/2) must intersect, so 6(x,, xl) is less than Cl; 
but since y is strictly convex on B(x,, C,), we necessarily have -x0 = x1, so 
the infimum is obtained at exactly one point. The continuous dependence 
of this point follows easily. 1 
Now, assuming that X?, l is in 9?(V) and satisfies some estimate, we 
estimate the distance between Xy and Xy+ 1 so that one can apply 
Lemma 3.2.2. 
LEMMA 3.2.3. Suppose that Xr+ 1 is in L?#( V) and that 
(3.2.9) 
almost S&fdY for some 
c>o such that 
deterministic V:-‘. There exists a constant 
(3.2.10) 
and 
qgz(xy, xy+ 1) I &] 6 c(q)‘. (3.2.11) I 
PwoJ: The basic tool in the proof of this result is the following formula: 
if h(xO, x1) is a smooth real Lipschitz function on Vx V, if z < ty+ 1 is a 
stopping time, and if X is an 9T measurable V-valued variable, then 
h(X X;+ 1) = E[h(X, Xl+ I) f z] 
m n 
+H 
Ci+ 1 
E[h;(X, x;+ l)(D:‘X;+ J 19J dWj’. (3.2.12) 
j=l t 
This formula is a consequence of (1.3.4) (first consider the case 
h(x,, x,) = h,(x,) h,(q) and then use classical approximation techniques). 
In particular, (32.12) enables one to estimate the conditional variance of 
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h(X, Xl+ 1 ) given FT l Since we are on a Wiener space, one can find a time 
continuous version for the conditional law of Xl, 1 given $; on the other 
hand we have seen in Lemma 3.2.2 that the map Q I-+ inf, j g(x, z) Q(&) is 
continuous. From these two remarks, the process inf, E[ g(x, X:, I) I&] is 
continuous. Note that it takes the value E[ g(Xy , Xy+ I ) I&] at time I = tl 
and the value 0 at time tr+ I, Now consider the event 
I 
A = { mdxr, x?, 1) I &I 2 *wlq* (3.2.13) I 
From the above continuity, on A there exist a stopping time ty < z < ty+ l
and an 9T measu rable variable X such t hat 
wx, X:2t 1) I RI = ww (3.2.14) 
and X is a variable which minimizes this expression among PT measurable 
variables. By applying (3.2.12) to the variable g(X, X:.l, 1), we deduce from 
(3.2.9) that on A, 
dx, xr+ 1) = twl2 + O(Jv:) (3.2.15) 
in the spaces P for the probability P conditioned on &. On the other 
hand apply (3.2.12) to gb(X, Xy, I); its conditional mean is’zero (since X is 
solution of a variational problem), so we deduce that 
gb(X x;+ 1) = O(fi). (3.2.16) 
The sets {g(x) = ti(p)/2} and {g;(x) = 0} are disjoint, so if v: is less than 
some constant number, there is a contradiction between (3.2.15) and 
(3.2.16), so P [A] = 0 and therefore 
mv;l x:+1) 
almost surely. By applying (3.2.12) to 
p c&x;, xy+ 1) 2 k I $!I I 
Im < bw/2 (3.2.17 I 
g(X?, Xy+ I ) with z = tr, we obtain 
< c(vg2. 
Apply also (3.2.12) to g&Y:, Xl, I); from (3.2.2) we get 
~CIgb(Xf,~~+,)121~~l~~~ I 
and 
(3.2.18) 
(3.2.19) 
E[ Ig&xy, x:, J4 1 &I < qvy. (3.2.20) I 
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On {6(x) <p}, we have 
t gbb)i” = bb’(6(x))12 = 
sin2(fi 6(x)) 
K 
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(3.2.21) 
and 
g(x)=$in2 (a;(x)) 6: I&(x)l’+C I&(x)14. (3.2.22) 
Thus 
<; + qq2 (3.2.23) 
from (3.2.18), (3.2.19), and (3.2.20). Estimate (3.2.11) is proved similarly by 
noting that g(x)<C lgb(x)l’ on {6(x)<p}. 1 
3.3. A Stochastic Implicit Function Theorem 
From Lemmas 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, we know that if Xl+ 1 is in g(V) and 
DXY+ 1 is not too large, then Xy is uniquely defined by (3.1.10) and the dis- 
tance between X7 and Xl, 1 is estimated by (3.2.10) and (3.2.11); moreover 
and X7 depends continuously on the conditional law of Xy+ 1 given en. We 
still have to prove that Xy is in 5?(V) and to estimate DXY; to this en’d, we 
need a stochastic implicit function theorem. 
LEMMA 3.3.1. Suppose that Xy, I is in 9(V). If E[g(Xy, Xr+J&] is I 
unformly less than same constant number, then X7 is iu2 9(V). 
Proof. Let k be an integer; from Lemma 3.2.2, we know that there 
exists a constant Co > 0 (not depending on k) such that on the subset 
(3.3.2) 
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of Vk, the relation 
c dPo(Y1 7 “‘7 YkL Yj) = inf c gk Yj) 
i .YE v i 
(3.3.3) 
defines a unique point pO(yl, . . . . yk). Moreover from the classical implicit 
function theorem, and using the estimates of Lemma 3.2.1, this function is 
smooth and locally 
(3.3.4) 
where C is a constant number which does not depend on k. Now let 4 be 
a smooth real function defined on [0, 00) such that 4(z) = 1 if z < C,/2 and 
4(z) = 0 if z > Co; consider V as a submanifold of some Euclidean space R’ 
and define on Vk the W-valued function 
(3.3.5) 
Then 
(3.3.6) 
for some C not depending on k; moreover on Apj2, /? is V-valued and 
satisfies (3.3.3). Now enlarge the probability space into Q x ON and let 
w,, w:, . . . ) be the canonical process, the components of which are 
independent standard Wiener processes. If (LO, cc)l, ...) is a generic element 
of this space, denote 
&(t)=Cr)(t A t;)+wj(t v tY)-d(t;) (3.3.7) 
and 
Yk = p(x;+ &By, .*., x;+ I(Ok))* (3.3.8) 
For almost each fixed (w’, J, the variables Xy+ I (W’) are in 9( V), so, since 
/I satisfies (3.3.6), the variables Yk are in 9( R’) and 
(3.3.9) 
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for t < ty, so that 
@IF [I I:’ p:x:+ ,(0’)12 dt )w’, . . . 1 (3.3.10) /= I 0 
Moreover from the law of large numbers and the continuity property of 
Lemma 3.2.2, Yk converges almost surely on 52 x Sz’ to A’: as k -+ cc and 
l&Y;+ &G’)12 dr I W’, . . . 
I 
=E JD;X:‘+,12dtI q; 
1 
(3.3.11) 
almost surely, so let us fix (o,, . ..) at a point at which these two 
convergences hold almost surely on Q; from (3.3.10) and (3.3.11), DY” is 
bounded in L2, so we deduce from Lemma 1.3.2 that A’: is in G@(V). 1 
LEMMA 3.3.2. Under the assumptions qf Lemma 3.3.1, 
ID:x:2Id(l+~[g(x:I,x:l+,)I~~] 
+ CUs’W:, X’, ,I I +I) E[P:X:l+, I I +I (3.3.12) 
for t< t:. 
ProoJ When we consider V as a submanifold of R’, each tangent space 
T, V becomes canonically isomorphic to a vectorial subspace of R’; in 
particular the function h = gb can be considered as RF-valued and (3.3.1) 
can be viewed as an equality in R’. Since Xl and X:, , are in g(V) we can 
differentiate this relation (we apply the properties of the Wiener derivative 
applied to a conditional expectation) and obtain 
E[hb(X;, A’:+ ,)(D;X;) + h;(X;, X;, ,)(0:X;+, ) 1 +] = 0 (3.3.13) 
for t 6 tl; this relation is again in R’. Now take the scalar product of 
(3.3.13) with D{X: which is e; measurable; by replacing 11 by gb, we get 
From the estimates of Lemma 3.2.1, we easily deduce (3.3.12). i 
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3.4. End of the Proof 
We first prove the weak existence of the martingale; more precisely, let 
C( I’) be the space of V-valued continuous functions defined on [0, 11, and 
consider the product space D x C(V) and its canonical process ( W,, M,). 
Variables defined on B such as L can also be considered as variables 
defined on 52 x C(V). 
LEMMA 3.4.1. On Q x C(V) there exists a probability P, such that if 9, 
is the completed right continuous filtration generated by (W,, M,), then W, 
is a $ Wiener process and M, is a 29, martingale satkfying M, = L 
and (3.1.7). 
Proof. Suppose that X:1+, is in g(V) and 
(3.4.1) 
(we have assumed that this condition is satisfied for i + 1 = n with pz = p). 
Then (3.2.9) is satisfied with 
v:‘= (p:‘, J2 (t;+, - t’). (3.4.2) 
In particular, from Lemma 3.2.3, 
~Cd~l> X?, I) I +I 
+J(,;+l - t’) + C(&+ ,)4 (t?, ’ - t?)2. (3.4.3) 
For any constant number C,, if pr+ i < Co and if n is large enough, then 
the expression of (3.4.3) is small enough and we can apply the previous 
lemmas; from Lemmas 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, X: is in g(V) and satisfies an 
estimate similar to (3.4.1) with 
P?=P:+, 
L 
1 +$:+J2 (tl+1 - t?) + C#+ ,)4 (tl+, - tg2 
I 
. (3.4.4) 
By comparing with the ordinary backward equation 
(3.4.5) 
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which explodes at time 1 - I/(&‘) if K> 0, it appears that py remains 
asymptotically bounded if the assumption p < l/fi holds. More precisely, 
we have 
py < P 
Jl - K$( 1 - t:‘) 
+41), 
where the o( 1) term tends to 0 as n -+ cc uniformly in i. In particular, 
and 
Qg’(x;, J-7, ,) 1 Fry] d C(tY+, - q*. (3.4.8) 
Now let h be a bounded smooth function with bounded derivatives defined 
on V; by applying the Taylor formula to h at X7 and by using the inverse 
exponential function at X: which is defined on a neighbourhood of X:, we 
obtain 
Since 
h(X;+ ,) = h(Xy) + h’(X;)(exp;: X:, 1) 
+ fh”(Xr)(exp;! X?, i, exp$ X?, i ) 
+ O(lewi+! X:, , 13). (3.4.9) 
exp;! X:, i = gb(Xr, Xy, ,) + O(g3/‘(X:, X7+ i)), (3.4.10) 
by taking the conditional expectation in (3.4.9), using (3.3.1) and (3.4.8), 
we deduce that 
Uh(X:+, 1 I %;I 
=h(X:)+~[ECh”(X:)(gb(X:,X7+,),gb(X:,X:+,)) I $;I 
+ O( (t’+ 1 - ty ). (3.4.11) 
If A,(x) is the smallest eigenvalue of h”(x) and if A; = (-A,,) v 0, we 
deduce 
UhGV’,,) I +I aW’:)+ fWW Ulgb(x;, X:+,)1’ I q,yl 
- C(fY+, - ty 
3 h(X;) - Cl,(X;)(t;+, - t’) - C(t;+ 1 - t;)3’2. (3.4.12) 
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Now consider the step process A4: defined in Section 3.1, which is X: on 
the time interval [t’, t’+ ,); we want to prove that its law is C-tight. We 
deduce from (3.4.12) that 
E[h(M;) 1 ~.]~h(M:)-Cj’i.,(M’:)du-C~(r-s) (3.4.13) 
s 
for s and t in the subdivision (t”), where we recall that E, is the step size 
of the subdivision. On the other hand if in Lemma 3.2.3 we replace t: by 
another time s, we see that there exist z measurable variables X,<,, such 
that 
Us2(X,,, MY) I El < ccl - J12, u-g(x,,, w7 I $1 d ccl -.y). 
(3.4.14) 
By applying (3.4.13) to the function x, H g(x,, x, ), we obtain 
Ug(~.w w-g(X,,,, M:‘) I El > -C(t-s), (3.4.15) 
so by substracting these two estimates, 
g(X,,,, Mf) 6 C(r - s). (3.4.16) 
Since 6 A 1 < C ,,&, we deduce from (3.4.14) and (3.4.16) estimates on 
6(X,,,, M:) and S(X,,,, MT); from the inequality of the triangle, we get for 
s and t in the subdivision 
E[64(M:, MY) A 1 1 sg < C(t -s)Z. (3.4.17) 
Moreover the law of M;’ = L is fixed and therefore tight, so the C-tightness 
of the process M” is proved. This implies that the law of ( W, M”) is also 
C-tight, so let us consider the limit P, of some subsequence; for any real 
bounded measurable function 4 defined on Q x C( I’) which is continuous 
with respect to the second variable, the mean of d( W, M”) converges (for 
the subsequence) to the P,-expectation of d( W, M) (apply [7]). In par- 
ticular, since My = L, we also have M, = L; it is also easy to check that W, 
is a %t Wiener process; on the other hand, by multiplying both sides of 
(3.4.13) by any continuous function of (W,,, M,; u <s), by taking the 
expectation and by taking the limit as n -+ co, we prove that 
h(M,) - c j’ 2; (M,) ds 
0 
is a 9, submartingale. Thus, from the Darling definition [2] of martingales, 
the process M, is a 9, martingale. Since g w d2/2 in the neighbourhood of 
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the diagonal, the quadratic variation of My is estimated from (3.4.7) and, 
by taking the limit, we obtain (3.1.7). 1 
We finish the proof of Theorem 3.1.1 in two steps. We first prove that the 
process M, obtained in Lemma 3.4.1 is adapted to the filtration $ of W, 
so that it can be realized on Sz; then we check that M, is in g*(V). 
Proof of the Strong Existence. This follows from the uniqueness 
theorem of Section 1; the WatanabeeYamada method for proving strong 
existence for stochastic differential equations (see Chapter 8 of [ 151) can 
also be applied in our context. On the space Q x C( V) x C(V) with canoni- 
cal process ( W, M’, M’), consider the probability P, defined by 
~E,ICf’W) 4,W’) d,(M”)l 
= bCf(W b&w4 I WI b”C42W) I WI1 (3.4.18) 
for bounded measurable functionals f, #r, $2. Let Sj be the filtration 
generated by the process ( W, M’, M2); one verities that under P,, 
(W, M’) and (W, M2) have law P,, that W, is a 9; Wiener process, and 
that M’ and M2 are conditionally independent given W, so that M: and 
Mf are 9: martingales with value L at final time. Since they satisfy (3.1.7) 
we deduce from Theorem 2.2.1 that A4 ’ = M2. Thus conditionally on 
W = w, A4 ’ and M2 are independent and almost surely equal, so are equal 
to some M(o). Now M is measurable with respect o the a-field of Wand 
M, is independent from future increments of W, so M, is 5 adapted; thus 
it is an .Pj martingale defined on D and converging to L. 1 
Proof of the Regularity. By using elementary results concerning weak 
and stable convergences (see [7]), we can deduce from the previous proof 
that M” converges uniformly in probability to M. Thus in order to prove 
that M, is in g*(V) it is sufficient to prove (1.3.6) for Y” = M”; that is, 
limsup~ItS’sup,D:X:‘l’dt<?;. 
rr - % i 0 1 
(3.4.19) 
But we deduce from Lemma 3.3.2 that there exists a constant C > 0 such 
that for t fixed, the process exp(Ct;) lO:X:l is a discrete-time submar- 
tingale; from Doob’s inequality, the left-hand side of (3.4.19) is estimated 
by 4e2C llLll$. I 
4. THE EXISTENCE ON SMALL CONVEX DOMAINS 
We now prove that if A is an open subset of V satisfying some assump- 
tion, then one can construct d-valued martingales in the nondifferentiable 
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case; this can in particular be applied to manifolds with nonpositive 
curvature. As in the previous section, we suppose that the probability 
space is a Wiener space. If V is embedded in a Euclidean space R’, the 
spaces Ly(A) are defined to be the subsets of the spaces LY(Rr) consisting 
of A-valued variables, with the induced topology (this does not depend on 
the embedding). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that Q is a Wiener probability space. For x E V, 
let k(x) be the smallest nonnegative number dominating the sectional cur- 
vaturesatx.Let l<p~coandlfq<~~besuchthat l/p+l/q=l.LetA 
be an open connected and simply connected subset of V and suppose that 
there exists a smooth positive function f such that 0 -=c c,, < f < c, on A, 
0 -C f < c0 on V\a, and f" + prcf 6 0 on A (the case p = co is possible only 
when K = 0 on A). Then there exists a unique continuous function L H (M,) 
defined on ILy(A), with values in the space of A-valued continuous processes 
endowed with the uniform convergence in probability, and such that 
(a) for any L, M, is a martingale converging to L; 
(b) tf L is in Y’(A), then ((M)), is bounded. 
EXAMPLE. The regular geodesic balls of [9] satisfy the assumptions 
of the theorem for some p: if 0 is the centre, use the function 
x H cos(& 6(0, x)). Thus the existence theorem of [9] can be deduced 
from Theorem 4.1. 
Remark. We have stated the uniqueness of a continuous function 
LH (M,) satisfying (a) and (b), but we do not know whether M, is the 
unique martingale converging to L. 
Proof First note that one can apply Theorem 2.1.3 to Ap = {f > /?} for 
any p > cO, so that any martingale with bounded quadratic variation con- 
verging to a variable in Ap lives in A”. Moreover from Proposition 2.1.2, 
any A-valued martingale is in c”,,,,,; more precisely, the variables 
are uniformly bounded by some constant number. Note also that two 
points of A are linked by at least one A-valued geodesic (one can prove 
that if x0 is a point of A, the set of points which are linked to x0 by a 
A-valued geodesic segment is both open and closed in A; to this end we use 
the fact that if the end points of a J-valued geodesic are in A, then the 
geodesic is A-valued); one can also prove from comparison theorems that 
there do not exist conjugate points on a A-valued geodesic. Since A is 
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simply connected, one can deduce from the homotopy lemma (see 
Lemma 2.6.4 of [lo]) that two points of A are linked by exactly one 
geodesic; moreover this geodesic depends smoothly on its end points. In 
particular, d is diffeomorphic to a star-shaped open subset of Rd (use the 
exponential function at some point), so Y(d) is dense in lLy(d). After these 
geometrical preliminaries, let us prove the theorem. First note that the 
uniqueness is a consequence of Theorem 2.2.1 and of the density of Y(A) 
in fLy(d ). For the existence, let L be a variable in [Iy(A ); one can find a 
sequence L” of functionals of Y(A) such that 6(L”, L) converges to 0 in [Ly 
and f(L”) > fl” for some /?” > cO. For each n there exists a A-valued mar- 
tingale My, t 3 t,,, with bounded quadratic variation and converging to L”; 
the process My is in Q*(V) and by applying Theorem 2.3.1 to perturba- 
tions on the Wiener process, we can check that 
(4.1) 
t b S, is a submartingale. Moreover for any fixed n, the derivatives D,M”, 
are bounded and the variables 
are bounded, so D,M; is bounded. Thus My can be defined on the whole 
time interval (t, = 0); if indeed t, > 0, since D,MFfl is bounded, we deduce 
that My can always be extended to an interval [t, - C, co]. For each m 
and n, let Lm3”,“, 0 6 c1< 1, be the geodesic interpolation between L” and 
L”; then a ++ L”,“.” is continuous into Y(A), and we can construct the 
martingales MyH,’ converging to Lm3”,“, apply Theorem 2.3.1 to them, and 
estimate the Jacobi field ?lM~n~a/~ CI f or any 0 < CI 6 1. Since these mar- 
tingales are bounded in gPKj2, we deduce that 
P[sup 6(M:, M;) > u] <E EC&L”, Ln)y]% 
, 
(4.2) 
Thus My has in 2 a uniform limit in probability and this limit is a 
martingale converging to L; from Theorem 2.1.3, M, is d-valued. The 
continuity of the map L H (M,) also follows from (4.2) which can be 
extended to any sequence of A-valued variables L”. 1 
The continuity property of Theorem 4.1 can be improved by 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, let (A, d) be 
a separable metric space and let La, 0: E A, be a family of A-valued variables 
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such that almost surely, a I--+ L” is uniformly continuous; suppose also that 
sup, 6(0, L”) Z’S in P for some (ar any) 0. For any a, let My be the 
martingale converging to Lx constructed in Theorem 4.1; then there is CI 
version of (My) which is almost surely continuous oy1 A x [0, ~1. 
ProoJ We deduce from (4.2) that 
6(M& kg) < CEIS(LJI 1 L”)Y)] uy . (43) . 
Similarly, by working conditionally on 3, we can check that 
Thus 
ess sup sup 6(My, Mf) < C sup E[ sup 6(Ld[, LP)y 1 *]1’y (4.5) 
m,p)e 1 I 4% S) 6 I: 
and therefore, by using an inequality fur submartingales, fur q > 0, 
P[ess sup sup 6(MF, Mf) > r] 
d(Qw<E r 
6 P sup E[ sup &L”, L”)Y 1 *] >$ 
[ r dcr, p> < I: I 
CY 
<-- 
v 
lE[ sup 6(L”, L@)Y]. 
d(rJ, s I: 
(4.6 ) 
Take the limit as E JO on both sides of this inequality; the right-hand side 
converges to 0 for any q > 0, so we deduce 
lim ess sup sup &MT, Mf 
c:+o d(r,p)<r: r 
almost surely. If we restrict ourselves to a in a countable subset, My 
is almost surely continuous with respect to a uniformly in (t, a), so it is 
continuous with respect to (t, 2); fur other values of 01, if we choose for 
(MF, 0 < t < 00 ) a measurable accumulation point of (Mf ), p tending to o[, 
we obtain a version satisfying the condition of the proposition. 1 
If A is not simply connected, we can consider its universal cover; for 
instance, if Y is connected and its sectional curvatures are nunpositive, then 
its universal cover g is a Cartan-Hadamard manifold, so we can apply 
Theorem 4.1 to A = r with p = co. If L is a variable of [I 1 ( V), we can lift 
it into a variable of L’( P), construct a v-valued martingale, and, by projec- 
tion, prove the existence of a V-valued martingale converging to L. If V is 
not simply connected, the lifting is not unique and consequently, the mar- 
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tingale is not unique. Actually, we have a more precise existence theorem; 
by using the notion of homotopy defined in Section 2.2, we can prove 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A be a connected subset qf V and suppose that its 
universal cover satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1. Let X, be a A-valued 
E adapted continuous process converging almost sure1.v to L. Suppose that 
supr 6(0, X,) is in [Ly. Then there exists a A-valued martingale converging to 
L and homotopic to X. 
Proaf: Consider a continuous lifting .?, of X, in d”; we can construct a 
family of J-valued martingales 8:, 0 d x < cc, converging to w,, and, from 
Proposition 4.2, we can choose a version which is almost surely continuous 
with respect o (t, a); note that 8; = R, for t 3 CI. Let Y; be the projection 
of 8: on A if t < c(, and put Y: = X, for t 2 rx; put also M, = YT Then M, 
is martingale converging to L and Y” is a homotopy path from X to M. 1 
5. APPLICATION TO PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We want to apply previous results to a smooth Markovian case. If one 
is given a Markov transition kernel, one has to realize it on a Wiener 
space; when this is possible, such a realization is not unique. In this section, 
we suppose that we have constructed a realization satisfying some assump- 
tions and we deduce the existence of a probabilistic solution to the heat 
equation. Then we consider the Dirichlet problem. 
THEOREM 5.1. On our Wiener space, consider the stochastic differential 
equation 
dX, = fl( t, X,) dt + a( t, X,) 0 d W, (5.1) 
on a smooth submantfold U of some Euclidean space, for smooth coefficients 
/3 and a; we suppose that when (5.1) is written in Ito’s form in the Euclidean 
space, the coefficients are umformly Lipschitz and have at most linear 
growth. We denote by XpY, s d t d 0, the stochastic flow associated to (5.1). 
Let I$ be a C’ Lipschitz function from U into V. We suppose that 
for some function p, such that sTr p: dt is finite and less that 1/K. Then 
there exists a unique measurable V-valuedfunctionf defined on ( ---a, 0] x U 
such that f(0, .) = 4 and for any (s, x), f(t, Xp-‘), s < t < 0, is a V-valued 
martingale with bounded quadratic variation. 
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ProojI It follows from the study of (5.1) (see [ 123) that 4(X$‘) is in 
9(V) and that 
for s < t d 0. Thus from (5.2), we can apply Theorem 3.1.1, and f(s, x) is 
necessarily the value at time s of the martingale constructed in this 
theorem. More precisely, if S= ( tj) is a subdivision of ( -co, 01, for t b s 
and tjdt<ti+,, we denote by .44S,‘..’ the point at which the function 
lE[g(x, Mt:;*) [9,] takes its minimum: from the study of Section 3, this 
point is unique when 
is small enough. Then M:“% li converges, as E(S) tends to 0, to the mar- 
tingale Mf” with limit 4(X; ‘) and f(s, x) is defined to be M;-‘; it follows 
that f is measurable and ,f(O, ) = 4. M oreover, using the Markov property, 
,f,.LX = Mf,‘,x;.‘, (5.5) 
so, by taking the limit, 
M.;” = f( t, X.;J). (5.6) 
Thus f( t, Xs,-Y) is a martingale with bounded quadratic variation. B 
In the previous theoremfis measurable only; however a better regularity 
result can be checked from Theorem 2.3.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, suppose 
moreover that 
sup [E sup f$‘(X;“) F < ccj. 
, x 
Then function f is Lipschitz with respect to x uniformly in (t, x) and is 
continuous with respect to (t, x). 
Proof: Fix a time t and two points x,,, x, of U. Let x(a), 0 < CI d 1, be 
a minimizing geodesic in U between these two points (for the Riemannian 
metric induced by the Euclidean metric). Then ~(X&““‘) is smooth with 
respect o c( and, from (5.7) we have 
(5.8) 
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We deduce that f is uniformly Lipschitz with respect to x by applying 
Theorem 2.3.1. We still have to prove that f is continuous with respect to 
f at any (to, x0); using the Lipschitz continuity, which has already been 
proved, the set C&J of points x such that f is continuous at (to, X) is 
closed. For any s < lo, the processf(t, X~~~-‘“) is almost surely continuous at 
to (it is a martingale); the process X*;Y-~O is also continuous. Now use 
We deduce from the previous remarks that the two terms of the right-hand 
side converge to 0 as t -+ to, so f( t, X-:;““> converges almost surely to 
f(lo, XT;‘“); thus C(t,) contains the closed support of the law of X;;“O. By 
letting s t to, we deduce that it contains .x0. 1 
We can also give (as in [9] fur reguiar geodesic balls) a probabilistic 
solution to the Dirichlet problem in a small convex domain. The frame- 
work which was set in the Introduction (the exit problem) is a particular 
case of the following one. 
THEOREM 5.3. On a state space U, consider a time-homogeneous Markov 
process which can be realized as a stochastic flow XT defined on our Wiener 
space. Let A he a domain satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 and let 
#(X-‘) be a buunded A-valued variable which is measurable with respect to the 
asymptutic a-field of the Markov process. Then there exists a measurable 
function f from U to A such that for any x, f (Xr) is a martingale converging 
to qq X”). 
Proof: Theorem 4.1 enables the construction of a map Y defmed on the 
set of d-valued Wiener functionals L such that Y(L) is a martingale with 
final value I,; denote by Y&) the value at time 0 of this martingale. If L 
is decomposed as 
L=L(W,,s<t; w,- W,,s&t) (5.10) 
then one can check that the value at time t of this martingale is almost 
surely 
iv*= Y,(L( w,, s< t; -)). (5.11) 
In the framework of the theorem, define 
f(x) = Y&b Cl x.y. (5.12) 
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Then f is measu .rable and using the Mark ov proper 
martingale with final value 4(X “) is , from 6 (54 11) 7 
ty for the flow XT, the 
The only regularity on f proclaimed in Theorem 5.3 is the measurability; 
analytical methods may provide better regularity results but we have to 
note that our framework is more general. For the continuity, one can try 
to use coupling methods as in [9]. If A is not simply connected, we can use 
its universal cover as in Section 4; for instance, we can solve the Dirichlet 
problem for connected manifolds with nonpositive sectional curvatures. 
Note also that the method of Proposition 4.3 can also be used to solve the 
Dirichlet problem. Choose a V-valued function g such that g(Xf) converges 
to 4(Xx) as t + co; then consider the family of martingales with limit g(XT) 
and let l tend to infinity. One can try to prove that this procedure provides 
a solution in the homotopy class of g. 
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